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1. Introduction

Taxation has an important effect on investor returns. Some estimates
indicate the after-tax proceeds to a taxable mutual fund investor over a ten-
year period is as much as 39% less than the pretax proceeds implied by the
raw (tax-free) returns published in newspaper advertisements.1 The tax cost
associated with holding stock can be reduced by reducing the turnover of
appreciated securities in a portfolio. Slowing the turnover of appreciated
stockholdings has the effect of deferring the payment of capital gains.

Despite the broad acceptance of the importance of taxes to investment
trading strategies, there is little systematic documentation of the effects of
taxation on the stock trading decisions of institutional investors. Anecdotal
evidence is inconsistent. One mutual fund manager we consulted stated that
although tax effects existed, they did not greatly affect the trading decisions
of his investment advisory practice because (i) the investment adviser’s
compensation is based on pretax performance relative to an index that is
not tax-adjusted, (ii) the clients who invested in the mutual funds managed
by the adviser undoubtedly faced different marginal rates of tax, and (iii)
the marginal rates of tax were in any case unknown to the adviser.2

On the other hand, promotional literature for one mutual fund contains
the following statement:

Mutual funds generate positive returns by selling
stocks when their prices are high and reinvesting the
proceeds. Shareholders, however, must pay capital gains
taxes on the gains produced by this practice, regardless of

1 Barbara Donnelly (February 20, 1992) “Beware Tax Consequences of Mutual Funds”
Wall Street Journal p. C1. A 28% rate of tax is assumed in Donnelly’s analysis. Published
performance numbers for mutual funds do not take into account the effect of taxes that
investors must pay.

2 It may be that mechanisms are at work which cause some fund managers to pay
attention to taxes and others to ignore them. For instance, investors may sort themselves
into tax clienteles according to the trading reputation of the fund. Low turnover funds
(e.g., some growth funds) may attract high marginal tax rate taxpayers because those
funds are most likely to postpone the recognition of capital gains. Similarly, funds with
high turnover may be more attractive to taxpayers who face low marginal rates of tax.

c©Steven Huddart, 1995–2005. All rights reserved. www.smeal.psu.edu/faculty/huddart
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the overall value of the fund’s shares. The Schwab 1000
Fund’s portfolio managers will attempt to offset taxable
gains with losses realized on underperforming stocks. The
goal of this strategy is to minimize the capital gains
tax liability to shareholders and increase their after-tax
returns.3

2. Taxes versus information: the tradeoff

• The Investment Advisers Act of 1940 regulates the contracts that deter-
mine the compensation paid to investment advisers, including mutual
fund managers. Commonly, these contracts provide for compensation
that is (i) a percentage of the average net assets under management,
plus (ii) an incentive fee or penalty that is tied to the difference between
the performance of the fund and the performance of a benchmark such
as the S&P 500 index. In the compensation package, neither the per-
formance of the fund nor the performance of the benchmark is adjusted
for tax effects. Consequently, mutual fund managers may face little or
no incentive to consider the impact of taxation on unitholders.

• Mutual fund managers constantly revise the composition of portfolios
they manage. Capital gains triggered by the sale of appreciated securi-
ties are passed through to the unitholders of the fund. Rapid portfolio
turnover by fund managers accelerates the recognition of capital gains
for fund investors.

• Taxes are only one of many factors a fund manager should consider
in arriving at the trading decisions of the institution he manages. For
example,

– a mutual fund may be obliged to liquidate its position in many
securities because unitholders have chosen to sell their mutual fund
units.

– a mutual fund may, on average, be buying securities because many
investors have chosen to increase their holding of the fund’s units.

• Institutional fund managers may receive information about the expected
returns of securities in coming periods. Trading on the basis of this

3 Pamphlet “Schwab 100 Fund” Charles Schwab & Co. Inc.
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information depends upon the rate of tax that applies to any gain or
loss triggered in the portfolio. The higher the tax rate, the less desirable
is a trade involving the sale of an appreciated security. Also, the tax cost
of an information-based trade is decreasing in the basis of the security
to be sold.

• Conditional on being sold, stocks with large unrealized gains are more
likely to be sold in the first quarter than the fourth quarter, since
postponing the sale by one quarter may postpone taxes by one year.

• It is doubtful whether managers’ compensation contracts cause them to
properly internalize the tax consequences of their trading behavior on
mutual fund investors.

2.1 Illustration of tax and information interaction in trading
Suppose stocks A and B offer capital gains but pay no dividends. For

simplicity, assume they offer sure returns. An investment is made in A. After
n years, B becomes available. Stock B offers an annual return, RB , that
is greater than the annual return offered by stock A, RA. The investor’s
remaining investment horizon is m years at which time he must sell his
position. The current market value of the investor’s holding in A is $1. The
cost for tax purposes of his investment in A is c. Let the tax rate on capital
gains be t.

If he holds A for his entire investment horizon, he will have

(1 + RA)m(1 − t) + tc (1)

dollars after tax at the end of m years. The tc term in this expression reflects
the fact that the first c dollars of proceeds from the sale are considered to be
a return of capital not subject to tax. If he sells A to buy B, he will receive

(1 − t + tc)
[
(1 + RB)m(1 − t) + t

]
(2)

dollars after tax at the end of m years. As the holding period grows longer,
the annualized return from continuing to hold A approaches RA after tax,
while the annualized return from selling A to hold B approaches RB after
tax. Thus for very long horizons it will always be worthwhile to switch from
A to B due to the effect of compounding. For short horizons, the switch may
not be worthwhile. If he holds A, he defers payment of tax but earns a lower
return.
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When t = 30%, c = .1, m = 5, RA = 9%, and RB = 10%, holding A for
5 more years means the investor receives

(1.09)5(1 − 30%) + .1 × 30% = 1.107

after tax. Selling A to invest in B for 5 years means the investor receives

(1 − 30% + .1 × 30%)
[
(1.1)5(1 − 30%) + 30%

]
= 1.042

after tax. In this case, it is better to hold on to A for m more years.
The optimal decision depends on the individual investor’s marginal tax

rate, the rates of return on the two stocks, and the length of time they are
held. Comparing (1) and (2), it is straightforward to show that selling A to
buy B is only worthwhile if

(1 + Rb)m − (1 + Ra)m

(1 − c)
[
(1 + Rb)m − 1

] > t. (3)

Selling A triggers any unrealized capital gains on A in the hands of
the investor. If there were no taxation of capital gains, the investor would
always choose to replace A with B in his portfolio since B offers a higher
pretax return. When capital gains taxes are substantial, it may be best for
the investor to continue to hold A for m more years, thereby deferring the
payment of capital gains tax. The alternative is to sell A, pay some capital
gains tax now, and invest the remainder in B for m years.

Thus the return to an investor from selling an appreciated security to
buy another stock that is expected to perform better over the remaining
investment horizon is decreasing in the tax rate on capital gains faced by
the investor. If the tax rate is high in relation to the incremental pretax
return offered by the alternative stock, the trade may not be worthwhile.
Assuming the information a manager receives about the forthcoming returns
of various securities is independent of the unrealized gain or loss associated
with any security the manager presently holds, then we expect the probability
a taxable institution sells a security is decreasing in the amount of capital
gain triggered per dollar of the stock sold.
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3. Dividend clienteles

• Another hypothesis is related to dividend clienteles. Some corporations
pay no dividends while others have a high dividend payout ratio.
Investors have different marginal tax rates for dividends. Tax-exempt
institutions pay no tax on dividends. Taxable non-corporate investors
on the other hand, must pay tax at the ordinary rate on dividends in the
year they are received. As a result, investors that face the lowest rates
of tax on dividends are the natural holders of high dividend securities.
Corporations eligible for the dividend received deduction may also be
attracted to high dividend paying stocks.4 For this reason, we expect
dividend paying stocks to be disproportionately represented in some
portfolios.

4. Research Findings on Capital Gains Realizations

Some researchers have reranked mutual funds that provide information
about pre-tax returns on an after-tax basis. To do this, they assume a
hypothetical taxpayer in a given tax bracket buys shares in the fund on
a given date, holds them for some number of years, and then sells the
shares. Interim distributions are taxed at the appropriate marginal rates and
reinvested in the fund. Their findings (which cover the period through 1993)
suggest there are substantial differences in before- and after-tax rankings.
This suggests that tax clienteles ought to exist, but the mechanism by which
they are created is unclear.

Mutual funds seem to pay very little attention to shareholder
level taxes. Funds publish long-term performance statistics which
ignore taxes, and the financial press ranks them on these pre-tax
measures. Many funds, perhaps most, realize large fractions of
their accrued capital gains each year. This type of investment
policy eliminates an investor’s opportunity to defer taxes on accrued
capital gains and adversely affects after-tax returns to a fund’s
shareholders.

We have calculated both pre- and post-tax mutual fund returns
for individuals in different tax brackets over various investment hori-
zons. While it is not surprising that taxes lower the accumulations

4 It is also necessary to assume there are high transactions costs associated with
strategies that “undo” dividends received by high tax rate taxpayers. See Scholes and
Wolfson (1992) pp. 357–368.
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that one can achieve with mutual fund investments over all holding
periods, our calculations show that the relative rankings of funds
on a post-tax basis (and on our liquidation basis) differ quite dra-
matically from the published pre-tax rankings. That is, taxable
investors cannot easily and reliably determine which of two funds
would have offered them a better after-tax return with the publicly
available information. While we feel that more work is necessary to
satisfactorily account for risk, this consideration does not dampen
our main conclusion that after-tax performance rankings are very
different from pre-tax performance rankings.5

Some of my own research (with V.G. Narayanan) addresses whether the
magnitude of capital gains that is associated with the sale of a security alters
the likelihood that the security will be sold in a manner consistent with tax
planning.

Using data detailing quarter-by-quarter changes in the hold-
ings of an array of mutual funds and tax-exempt institutions, we
examine how decisions to sell individual stocks are affected by tax
factors, taking account of the fund- and stock-specific consequences
of a sale. Specifically, we estimate the basis of every stock position
of every institution in every quarter. We find significant relation-
ships between unrealized gains and losses and stock sales by growth
mutual funds. Growth funds are less likely to sell securities as the
unrealized gain increases. In contrast, balanced and income mu-
tual funds, and tax-exempt institutional investors (namely, pension
funds, colleges, and foundations) do not exhibit this tendency.

Further, the findings are consistent with the existence of identi-
fiable tax clienteles within the mutual fund industry: mutual funds
that respond strongly to the GAIN variable in one year also respond
strongly to the gain variable in subsequent years. In contrast, we
find little evidence that the effect of unrealized gains on growth
funds’ stock sale decisions varies over the fiscal year: although un-
realized gains reduce the amount sold most strongly in the third cal-
endar quarter, the only significant differences in coefficient estimate
on the GAIN is that the 4th quarter coefficient differs significantly
from the coefficients in quarters 2 and 3.

5 Joel M. Dickson and John B. Shoven (June, 1994) “Ranking of Mutual Funds on an
After-Tax Basis” Working paper, Stanford University.
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Consistent with managing tax liabilities in a portfolio over the
course of the year, we examined whether the likelihood of sale of an
appreciated security by a growth fund decreases when the year-to-
date net gains realized by the fund is large. We find evidence of this
in the third calendar quarter, i.e., the calendar quarter preceding
the October 31 statutory tax year-end.

For a growth mutual fund, regression coefficient estimates
imply that an unrealized gain on a stock equal to 1% of the portfolio
market value has a similar effect in reducing the amount sold as a
quarterly excess return on the stock of 50%. Thus, tax motivations
for stock sales by some mutual funds, as measured by the gain or
loss triggered on sale, are of comparable magnitude to the effect
of excess returns and unexpected earnings that have been argued
elsewhere to be associated with momentum and window-dressing
motivations for trade.6

6 Steven Huddart and V.G. Narayanan (June/September 2002) “An Empirical Exam-
ination of Tax Factors and Mutual Funds’ Stock Sales Decisions,” Review of Accounting
Studies 7:2/3 319–341.
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